Regions of New Zealand : an easy guide
Dowling, Peter

919.31

Where are the regions of New Zealand? How did they develop? What makes them special and
cool to visit? Through maps, photos, fact boxes and simple text, Regions of New Zealand takes
younger readers on a tour from Northland to Southland with fascinating insights into Maori
rohe (regions), olden-day provinces and sports teams. Suitable for school-age kids or visitors.
(Peter Brian), author. 39 pages : colour illustrations ; 28 cm Primary, intermediate, junior
secondary National Library of New Zealand.

The blind assassin
Atwood, Margaret

ATW

Laura Chase's older sister Iris, married at eighteen to a politically prominent industrialist but
now poor and eighty-two, is living in Port Ticonderoga, a town dominated by their onceprosperous family before the First War. While coping with her unreliable body, Iris reflects on
her far from exemplary life, in particular the events surrounding her sister's tragic death. Chief
among these was the publication of The Blind Assassin, a novel which earned the dead Laura
Chase not only notoriety but also a devoted cult following. Sexually explicit for its time, The
Blind Assassin describes a risky affair in the turbulent thirties between a wealthy young woman
and a man on the run. During their secret meetings in rented rooms, the lovers concoct a pulp

The one
Cass, Kiera

CAS

THE SELECTION changed the lives of thirty-five girls forever. Now, only one will claim Prince
Maxon's heart... For the four girls who remain at the palace, the friendships they've formed,
rivalries they've struggled with and dangers they've faced have bound them to each other for
the rest of their lives. Now, the time has come for one winner to be chosen. America never
dreamed she would find herself anywhere close to the crown - or to Prince Maxon's heart. But
as the competition approaches its end and the threats outside the palace walls grow more
vicious, America realises just how much she stands to lose - and how hard she'll have to fight
for the future she wants. The breathtaking finale to THE SELECTION trilogy will make you

Molten mouth : a collection of writing by New Zealand
teenagers
Duder, Tessa

DUD

Volcanic! Vesuvian!
The hottest new writing from New Zealand's hottest new writers.
Molten Mouth: the latest in the nationally-acclaimed Re-Draft collections of writing.
Sizzling stories and sparkling poems from 87 of New Zealand's finest writers over 12 and under
20.
Whether moving, open-eyed, laugh-out-loud funny, deceptive, surprising or sophisticated,
Molten Mouth is an exhilarating take on the world of today by the writers of tomorrow!

Sister Noon
Fowler, Karen Joy

FOW

Lizzie Hayes, a member of the San Francisco elite, is a seemingly docile, middle-aged spinster
praised for her volunteer work. That is until a spark from the mysterious and ill-reputed Mary
Ellen Pleasant liberates her from ruling conventions.
Sister Noon is the story of Lizzie Hayes, whose dull life is about to be shaken up by a
mysterious and powerful woman.
Based on real historical figures, San Francisco in the gilded age is brought vibrantly to life in
Karen Joy Fowler's entertaining, evocative and sinister novel.

Young monsters
Lawrence, Michael

LAW

Lon's father calls him a "young monster" and sends him to a school where the other boys really
are young monsters! How will Lon cope with the beds full of crushed cockroaches and the
horrible creatures in the wild?
Easy to read

Greenglass House
Milford, Kate

MIL

It's wintertime at Greenglass House. The creaky smuggler's inn is always quiet during this
season, and twelve-year-old Milo, the innkeepers' adopted son, plans to spend his holidays
relaxing. But on the first icy night of vacation, out of nowhere, the guest bell rings. Then rings
again. And again. Soon Milo's home is bursting with odd, secretive guests, each one bearing a
strange story that is somehow connected to the rambling old house. As objects go missing and
tempers flare, Milo and Meddy, the cook's daughter, must decipher clues and untangle the web
of deepening mysteries to discover the truth about Greenglass House -- and themselves.

Tom Gates: Excellent excuses (and other good stuff)
Pichon, Liz

PIC

No school for two whole weeks! (Yeah!) I can forget all about lessons (and irritating things like
Marcus Meldrew). And concentrate on good stuff like: Inventing new ways to annoy my sister
Delia. (So many). Unfortunately a couple of small problems called the dentist and my big
weirdo sister, Delia, seem to be getting in the way of my plans... If you like the Diary of a
Wimpy Kid, you will love Tom Gates!

The name of the wind
Rothfuss, Pat

ROT

From his childhood in a troupe of traveling players, to years spent as a near-feral orphan in a
crime- ridden city, to his daringly brazen yet successful bid to enter a legendary school of
magic, The Name of the Wind is a riveting first-person narrative of a young man who grows to
be the most notorious magician his world has ever seen.
The Name of the Wind is a masterpiece that transports readers into the body and mind of a
wizard. It is a high-action novel written with a poet's hand, a powerful coming-of-age story of a
magically gifted young man, told through his eyes: to read this book is to be the hero.

Bone: Eyes of the storm
Smith, Jeff

SMI /P

Lucius, Smiley and Phoney are attacked by rat creatures in the forrest, barely making it to
Lucius' tavern. At the farm, Fone Bone and Thorn are having strange dreams and Gran'ma Ben
suddenly begins revealing long-kept secrets and new dangers.

Bone: Out from Boneville
Smith, Jeff

SMI /P

In Out From Boneville, volume 1 of this 9-book epic, the three Bone cousins, Fone Bone,
Phoney Bone, and Smiley Bone, are separated and lost in a vast, uncharted desert. One by
one, they find their way into a deep, forested valley filled with wonderful and terrifying
creatures. Eventually, the cousins are reunited at a farmstead run by tough Gran'ma Ben and
her spirited granddaughter Thorn. But little do the Bones know, there are dark forces
conspiring against them, and their adventures are only just beginning!
Smith, Jeff, 1960 February 27- Bone ; 1

Deception
Terry, Teri

TER

An epidemic is sweeping the country. You are among the infected. There is no cure; and you
cannot be permitted to infect others. You are now under quarantine. The 5% of the infected
who survive are dangerous and will be taken into the custody of the army. With Shay gone,
Callie has no way of communicating with her brother Kai. But together they must discover the
origins of the disease. As the epidemic becomes ever more widespread and survivors are being
hunted like witches, speaking out is making Kai the new number one target. And he's running
out of places to run. From the author of the international sensation Slated comes the second
book in a powerful new story of survival and transformation; love and power.

Patu: A novel
Tipene, TIm

TIP

In this powerful new novel for teenagers, 16-year-old Jahnine is having to fend for herself
amidst a series of family misfortunes, with her mother is in hospital battling cancer and her
brother gone without a trace. Family legend has it that a patu taken during the Land Wars by
her great-great-grandfather has left a curse on them. Determined to return the patu and lift
the curse, Jahnine turns to a strange Maori boy, Andy, and follows him away from Auckland to
try and put things right. Nothing turns out the way she imagines in this powerful coming-ofage novel from Tim Tipene.

Bad dad
Walliams, David

WAL

Dads come in all sorts of shapes and sizes. There are fat ones and thin ones, tall ones and
short ones. There are young ones and old ones, clever ones and stupid ones. There are silly
ones and serious ones, loud ones and quiet ones. Of course, there are good dads, and bad
dads . . . A high-speed cops and robbers adventure with heart and soul about a father and son
taking on the villainous Mr Big - and winning! This riches-to-rags story will have you on the
edge of your seat and howling with laughter! Bad Dad is a fast and furious, heart-warming
story of a father and son on an adventure - and a thrilling mission to break an innocent man
into prison!

Time traveling with a hamster
Welford, Ross

WEL

Twelve-year-old Al Chaudhury discovers his late dad's time machine and travels back to 1984
with his pet hamster to prevent the go-kart accident that killed his father.
But as Al soon discovers, whizzing back thirty years requires not only imagination and courage,
but also lying to your mom, stealing a moped, and setting your school on fire oh, and keeping
your pet hamster safe. With a literary edge and tons of comical appeal, this incredible debut
has it all: heart, humor, vividly imagined characters, and a pitch-perfect voice.

